
CURRENT U.S. PROWLER PROGRAMS
As Human Augmentation continues to evolve, Revision’s Prowler System is on the leading edge of developmental 
programs and is in partnership with the U.S. Army’s Natick Labs and is also supporting U.S. SOCOM’s Tactical 
Assault Light Operator Suit Developmental Program.

U.S. Army - NSRDEC Human Augmentation Program
• Focus area: Human Augmentation Soldier Trial, PEO Soldier Equipment Interoperability,   
 Human Factors Advancement
• 8 month developmental program

 SOCOM TALOS Program
• Focus Area: Develop a direct action operator suit using the Prowler to augment the user
• Human Augmentation TALOS Applications
 - Operator is more lethal/fresher once reaching the objective
 - Augments carrying the rifle protection PPE requested in TALOS
 - Can carry lower body rifle protection and ancillary equipment

EXPERIMENTS/RESULTANT DATA
After 5 years of development and testing, the Prowler System has proven the benefit of Human Augmentation: first through an increase in 
mechanical advantage/augmentation during performance based metric testing and secondly through joint stress reduction of overloaded 
operators and soldiers.  Revision’s intent is for the Soldier/Operator to get to the OBJ more lethal while sustaining less short and long term 
injuries along the way.

USASOC Trial (SOCOM TNT)
2013 Performance Based Metric Testing
RESULT -
• 47.5% Mechanical Advantage 

DRDC 3.5 Year Testing Program 
2010-2013 
RESULT -  
• 33% Reduction in knee stress under load

HUMAN AUGMENTATION SYSTEM
THE PROWLER SYSTEM - OVERVIEW
Recognizing the need to improve soldier performance while transporting distributed combat loads (exceeding 
100 lbs.), Revision Military has developed a proprietary technological platform called the Prowler.  This system 
reduces the burden on the soldier while augmenting him; allowing for free and full motion throughout the 
entire mission profile. 

Unique to Revision’s approach is focusing on enhancing the existing musculature and spreading out the 
‘distributed’ load across the lower major muscle groups of the body; rather than transferring the compact load 
to the ground. 

Unlike many other systems where the soldier “drives” inside the augmentation 
system, the Prowler is a near skin, worn, lower body augmentation suit. Cir-
cumventing load around the knee joint, while augmenting it, has been proven to 
reduce applied stress to the knee by 1/3 under combat load conditions. 

This system (as proven through US/Canadian government testing) augments the 
soldier by distributing the load from the upper body (helmet/NVG, armor vest/
ammunition pouches, assault pack, etc) into the waist and upper/lower legs. In 
addition, it transmits power and support from the knee joint to the upper/lower 
legs actually augmenting the human while distributing the load. This approach 
simplifies and reduces system cost as well as having minimal impact on the 
soldier’s maneuverability.
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